DELWARE STATE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION MEMBERS:

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF AN EXCLUSIVE PARTNERSHIP WITH DREXEL UNIVERSITY ONLINE

OVER 140 ONLINE DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES INCLUDING:

- Graduate Certificates in Education
- MS Sport Coaching Leadership
- MS Learning Technologies
- MS Teaching, Learning & Curriculum
- MS Mathematics Learning & Teaching
- EdD in Educational Leadership & Management

10-40% new student partner tuition savings
No application fee, deferred billing options available
Dedicated support from enrollment to graduation
Additional benefits for military servicemembers, veterans and their immediate family

LEARN MORE
ONLINE.DREXEL.EDU/DSEA

Contact your Partnership Liaison:
Bill Friel | (201) 400-1238 | wpf24@drexel.edu
EARN A TOP-RANKED DEGREE FROM DREXEL UNIVERSITY

THE TRANSFORMATIVE POWER OF A HISTORIC UNIVERSITY BROUGHT ONLINE

FOUNDED IN PHILADELPHIA IN 1891
Drexel is a comprehensive global research university recognized as a burgeoning center of innovative academic excellence.

RANKED AMONGST THE WORLD’S BEST UNIVERSITIES
and one of the ‘Most Innovative’ institutions by U.S. News & World Report

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
utilizing innovative learning techniques, such as simulation laboratories, virtual and 3D exercises, study abroad opportunities, and on-campus residencies.